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Winner Luke
Rebbeck
receives the
Std Nationals
trophy from
Director Russ
Francis

Luke wins
Nationals

LUKE Rebbeck of Lasham won the Std Nationals at Nympsfield in
August in a 15m LS8, scoring 2,433 points over the comp’s four days.

Matt top of
the Juniors

MATT Davis won the Juniors comp
at Lasham in August, beating 28
other pilots over six flying days.
He scored a total of 3646 points
against K-6cr pilot Tim Fletcher’s
3231 in second place.
After leading the field since Day 2,
on the last day, Matt won the
274.7km race in his Std Cirrus DDA.
Third in the contest was Sam Roddie
(ASW 24) with 3007 and fourth was Luke
Dale in the former Nympsfield Std Cirrus
822 with 2922.
Matt pips dad: p6

It’s party time

GIUSEPPE will be holding a club party
on Saturday September 15 at only £20
a head. Members and family only.

Second was Howard Jones in a Discus
2 (15m-w) with 2,351 and third Jez Hood
in an LS8 (15m) with 2,257.
Matt Davis finished ninth, Nick Wall
11th, Alison Mulder 17th and Pete Bagnall
21st.
Met man Sid Smith said it was the most
difficult comp he’d experienced for
weather. The final day was wet and
gloomy, until it was scrubbed. Then the
sun tried to break through, but it was not a
soarable day.
One the first comp day, Wednesday, the
pilots tackled 151.3km – Nailsworth-Shipston-on-Stour-Bishops Cleeve NW-Bourton-on-the-Water-Nympsfield Finish East.
It was a tricky start but many of the the
field had some reasonable soaring right up
to the end of the day. Luke did best – he
was 5km short.
The next day they did a racing task of
291.1km: Stroud E-Bicester N-WorcesterBanbury-Nympsfield Finish East. Jez
Hood won the day at 105.9kph.
On Friday Luke won at 111.8 kph round
the
348.7km
Stroud
E-BozeatWinchcombe-Bicester N-Nympsfield Fin-

Severn Skies: the future

AS Severn Skies is now available to most members, in colour, online at
bggc.co.uk, the committee has decided to cut the number of printed copies of
the magazine to 150. Members can also download the magazine as a pdf. The
printed copies are for sending to every other gliding club and to members who
are not online. Some will be left in the foyer for members/visitors to pick up.
Committee members said they regarded the magazine as a valuable means
of advertising the club.
History of the club’s newsletters: page 9

ish East. Saturday saw them tackling
151.4km: Nailsworth-Charlbury-Tewkesbury North-Dursley NW-Nympsfield Finish West but all landed out. David
Bromley won with a distance of 161.6km.
The winch was out for repairs during the
comp but was back in action later in the
month.

Power generation
goes to new heights

STEFANO Longo has started a project at
Imperial College London on techniques of
energy extraction using gliders.
The idea, still at a theoretical stage, is
going forward and attracting more attention than he expected.
Stefano, lecturer in electronic systems
and control at Cranfield University and a
BI, is working on a glider-style wind turbine that could generate far more energy
than current turbines.
See more at: http://www.humansinvent.com/#!/8619/engineering-theflying-wind-turbine/
Stefano has also presented his work at
an event in London. See www.super-collider.com/events/science-weekend-atkxfs/ and at an international conference in
August
in
the
Netherlands:
www.nmpc12.tue.nl/
See Turbine hazards loom: p6

Next magazine

THE deadline for the winter issue of
Severn Skies is November 18.

So much for TFS
to look forward to

AN unprecedented number of
walk around the field for the
words must have been written
second year running but, as
on this inclement summer and I
it turned out, the correct call
can’t see any way writing this
– we’d just have got wet and
article without adding to them!
seen very little. A walk
On my first visit since early
around the edges of the field
June, I was rewarded with the
can still be rewarding, even
sight of a colourful meadow of
without an expert leading.
flowers where 242’s trailer had
On the August Bank Holibeen missing from the trailer
day weekend many species
park. Young buzzards were
of flower were still in bloom
calling, soaring and stooping
and being visited by bees,
above the north ridge, our resibutterflies and other insects.
dent wagtails were on the
A family of slow worms was
hangar roof and the lawn, and
still in residence under a
there were small tortoiseshell
piece of wood near the trailbutterflies in and around the
ers, rabbits and a badger
south hangar – so there’s still
were seen and a male
plenty to see.
wheatear – this last on its
Entries on the TFS observamigration to the south.
tion sheets (on a clipboard atAND, as ever, there’s so
tached to the Terra Firma
much to look forward to!
Syndicate noticeboard in the
Whatever the weather in the
old clubhouse for any new
next few months, there will
members) for the past few
still be many plants in
months are pretty sparse but
bloom, butterflies and other
many thanks to those who reinsects to identify, some of
sponded to my plea for inforour resident birds will be
mation while I was away. The
ganging up to form winter
orchid show was less numerous
flocks
ready to search for
Small Tortoiseshell Butterfly by Daphne Malfiggiani
than the past two years but
food and summer migrants
we’re lucky to have them. Following the general trend of the
such as swallows and house martins, warblers etc will be passcountry as a whole this summer, there have been fewer buttering through on their way south . In former Septembers, both
flies but we are still attracting them to the wildlife friendly
tawny and barn owls have been heard by caravan site barbeparts of the field. The roe deer, hares, squirrels and rabbits are
cuers, themselves a somewhat rarer species this year, and bats
still about and a weasel and badger have been seen.
seen too. Fruit such as sloes, haws and hips will be brightening
From activity around the caravan park it would seem that our up our borders and weird fungi erupting. In October we should
resident birds have done well. Young great spotted woodpecksee the arrival of our winter thrushes, redwing and fieldfare.
Nancy Barrett
ers have been observed and, a first for TFS records, stockdoves.
There are plenty of young blue tits, coal tits, bullfinches and
nuthatches around. These juveniles have a rather dishevelled,
THE online Soaring Café audience has doubled in size since this
loose-feathered look and their colouring is often different from
time last year. But it needs your help to continue growing.
the adults, who themselves are looking a bit washed out and
Having more readers will mean more and better quality posts,
moulting their feathers.
It was a real shame to have to cancel the annual naturalist-led coverage of more diverse topics, and more comprehensive coverage of the global soaring scene – in short, a better experience
for you. To find out more log on to http://soaringcafe.com/
Windrushers seeking help to save Bicester for gliding
THE Bicester site is for sale and Windrushers club are setting up
web pages to keep us informed of what is happening. See
http://windrushers.org.uk/fund-raising.htm

More eyes needed in Cafe!
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Welcome to new members

Ciaran Povey
Stephan Meester
Mervyn McKenna
Ian Foster
Lewis Dangerfield
Chris Jones
Roger Boor
Howie Clark
John Docherty
Andrew Ward
Ken Pile
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Cadet
Adult
Student
Retired flying
Associate
Associate
Adult flying needs to re- solo
Associate
Adult flying
Adult Flying
Adult flying

Will the real
Sid please
own up?!

I was puzzled when I
spotted a photo of Sid
on a Booker club blog
about an expedition
to Serres in Spain.
Has he deserted us?
Clew Les Sailor

Dave of Booker

Join in the St Catherine’s rally fun!
Sid Smith

THIS was an original adventurous idea by
Trevor Stuart, first flown as a rally from
NYM on September 3 2000.
He first flew to the island from Dunstable in 1986 followed by one from NYM
in 1996.
The rally takes advantage of the end-ofseason northerly air stream often found in
early September.
You can start from NYM or your own
club, use Butser Hill and St Catherine’s
Lighthouse and return as the turning
points. Score using the BGA Ladder.
Fly the rally this year by sending your
email address to Nympsfield now and join
in this adventure. Trevor will email the
weather prospects and selected date to
you.
Three-day warning

You will normally get a three-day warning followed by a confirmation of the declared day 24 hours in advance.
We have had only one outlanding on the
island so far, but do have a Red Funnel
timetable or better still know where
Sandown is and its radio frequency.
Lasham and Parham might help with a
tug back to the mainland so it might help
to have their numbers too.
A fun day out to round off the season
and a look forward to the NYM ridge season.
DC

Winchies help out

HARRY Abrahams was welcomed as a relief winch driver. He joined as an associate and helped out throughout the summer
because Girish Patel had a knee injury and
was laid off for a while.
Howie Clark, who rejoined as an associate, also helped out with winching. The
winch was out of action during the Std
Nationals for repairs but is back in action.

Cut the cackle and stick to rules

In a glider, you don’t want to see St Catherine’s lighthouse from this angle Photo: BS

THE BGA has received a small number of
complaints about incorrect use of the radio
frequencies assigned to gliding.
Pilots are reminded that the frequencies
we are allocated should be used in accordance with BGA Laws and Rules at
http://www.gliding.co.uk/forms/lawsandrules.pdf.
On a flying decent day there can be hundreds of glider pilots airborne and monitoring the limited number of frequencies.
To avoid confusion and to help each other,
we should aim to use aircraft call-signs
and keep messages to the absolute essential.
It can become intensely distracting and
annoying when maintaining a listening
watch to have to put up with unnecessary
background chatter and banter. Before
pressing transmit, it probably makes sense
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to think about whether it is necessary or
helpful to do so.
The CAA publishes a guide to RT
phraseology which may be of interest at
http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/33/AviationGuideFinal20090917_LOCKED.pdf

Please be ready!

PLEASE be ready, strapped in, checks
complete when the truck turns up for your
winch launch.
If we can save a couple of minutes on
each launch of a 30-glider grid then those
at the back will get away an hour earlier.
The same applies to the aerotow queue.
As usual a small number of pilots seem to
get the front of the grid away.
As soon as these few take off, the whole
system seems to grind to a halt.
Kevin Neave

Aquarius Furniture

You may be pleasantly
surprised at just how
affordable bespoke is.
Handmade in Stroud, Gloucestershire
t: 01453 882247
m: 07875 047767

www.aquariusfurniture.co.uk
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Turbos? Old hat to Fifties Flip!

Contact Details
11 Warren Yard
Wolverton Mill
Milton Keynes
MK12 5NW

Tel: +44 (0)1908 227055
Fax: +44 (0)1908 227056
www.srlynn.co.uk

We provide a full range
of accountancy,
business advisory and tax
related services.
If we could be of help to
you, please give Steve or
Jo a call and visit our
website
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…way back in the mid-50s the
intrepid Flip McCoy accrued
many hours flying an early selflaunching “turbo”.
At the height of the jet age he
succeeded in modifying his propdriven turbo to jet propulsion.
The compact, retracting design
was considered a technological
wonder and even included a 50sstyle fin as an embellishment.
Even today it’s difficult to see
how he did it.
Flip was very secretive about
the system’s fuelling, weight and
operational characteristics (it
was very quiet), but the unit’s
performance was in no doubt.
Flip was often witnessed zooming away from trouble at astonishing climb rates. It was
rumoured that it could out-climb
the piston aircraft of the day.
Despite Flip’s technical skill
and his limitless draw on specialist (some say secret) scientific
services, there were many
teething troubles, which Flip
never managed to eradicate. The
engine frequently misbehaved
and flamed-out, often when Flip
was over inhospitable territory.
But it never seemed to concern
him. Flip was ever confident,
never flew with a parachute and
never had an accident, but always seemed perilously close to a
“big one” every time he flew.
Very little of the Flip McCoy
archive has survived and his
legacy remains with those who
witnessed the events of 50 years
ago. It was rumoured that Flip’s
technology was passed to the
East at the height of the cold war.
However, a few badly photocopied prints from the Topper
archive survive, which illustrate
some of Flip’s innovative technology. To catch up with Flip’s
adventurs in full see
http://petergraycartoonsandcomics.blogspot.co.uk/2009/11/p
addy-brennans-flip-mccoy-fromtopper.html

Fire hazard

THE BGA advises to always make
sure that there are no accumulations of dry grass in glider wheel
boxes. They’re a fire hazard.

Matt pips dad
into 5th place

TIM Milner won the Club Class comp at
Gransden Lodge after seven days’ flying
in July.
Std Cirruses took
the first four places,
with Matt Davis
(third) beating his father, Andy, into fifth
place in the club’s
LS4. James Ewence
was fourth and Liz
Matt Davis
Sparrow second.
Tim Macfadyen came 23rd in his ASW
20 and former member Ken Barker came
tenth in his Std Cirrus.

Turbine hazards loom
on field outlandings
WIND turbines could become a familiar feature on West farms as one of the
region’s biggest farm supplier groups
has signed a deal with a renewable energy firm.
Mole Valley Farmers, with 30,000
members mostly in the SW, has signed a
deal with Evance to supply small-scale
turbines and there is huge interest
among farmers.
The Evance R9000 small wind turbines can generate 13,600kWh of energy. Each turbine could save a farmer
up to £1,760 a year.

  
funeral company

The blade diameter is 5.5m (18ft) and
they are mounted on a monopole tower
either 10m, 12m, 15m or 18m (33, 40, 50
or 60ft) high.
That gives a maximum height to
blade tip of 23.5m or 77ft. So they could
be a hazard to glider pilots.

BGA technical
officer needed

THE BGA had three vacancies for BGA
Regional Technical Officers, one in the
West Country.
If you are an experienced BGA inspector and are interested in helping the BGA
Technical Committee in your area, please
contact the BGA CTO, Jim Hammerton
(cto@gliding.co.uk).
The role involves helping other inspectors, club visits, interviewing inspector candidates, and some quality assurance work.

Cross-country offer
is extended

DOUG Jones has noticed that there
has been little use of his cross-country fund this season. Even though the
primary recipient of the award was
Christophe Mutricy, it doesn’t preclude other aspiring cross-country
pilots who want to achieve their Silver distance or beyond to benefit
from Doug’s gratuity.
If you are trying for a Silver distance (or beyond) and would welcome some cross-country coaching
ask your favourite instructor or one
of the members on the DG crosscountry list. Any member can add to
Doug's generous donation. Pay into
the account B105.

For sale

for a more personal funeral
The Old Painswic k Inn • Stroud GL5 1QG
014 5 3 7 6 7 7 6 9
w w w. fa m i ly t r eef un er a l s . c o . uk
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Two x 1/10th shares in Robin
DR400/180R G-ELUN based at
Kemble.
Well-established group. Aircraft
hangared and in excellent condition.
Complete rebuild by Robin in 1996
to “as new” condition. Engine: 300
hours only. £4,000 per share.
For further details, contact:
Ian Lane 01463 794610
Ian Hey 01452 741022
Paul Harper-Little 01452 812349

Chris makes most of rain-hit coaching week

CHRIS Rollings took the final coaching
week at Nympsfield this “summer”. He is
a former UK National coach and manager
of Booker GC; first man to fly 1000km in
the UK, first man to fly FAI 750 triangle in
UK, holder of UK absolute height record
at 11,570m; manager of Tiger Airways at
Staverton, aerobatic display pilot, an airman extraordinaire. He was just back from
coaching and flying in Colorado.
Dominic Conway wrote: In October
2011 I went across to Staverton airport,
home of Tiger Airways, from where Chris
Rollings runs his flying operations. It was
a very cold rainy day and neither of us
could have foretold that in June 2012 we
would be dealing with similar weather for
his coaching week.
We talked about his experiences as national coach and the strengths and weaknesses displayed by pilots at all levels. We
soon divided up the elements that could be
dealt with in the air and those that would
need classroom time. Weather interpretation, flight planning, map reading and navigation were soon chosen for the classroom.
The major area often not considered, but
vital in modern flying, was instruments. Situational awareness and thermal selection
together with thermal centring followed.
We added speed to fly and ballasting together with MacCready settings and final
gliding. Soon we had a pre-week questionnaire which would be the framework of the
week on which we would build the pilots’
development programme.
When the questionnaires returned we
began to fine tune the delivery and content
of the week, including deciding who
would fly with which coach in which aircraft. The first day demonstrated that our
preplanning time had been well spent. A
gusty showery morning, no cross-country
but an excellent time for coaching in
winching, handling in the air and contacting weak wave in turbulent conditions.
The Cotswold ridges demanded a high
standard of airmanship, some also had an
early introduction to cloud flying! Chris
was in his element with pilots returning
amazed at how much they had improved
under his direction. This was the pattern
of the week. His classroom work was demanding and questions penetrating but all
directed at allowing us to discover the best
in ourselves. He flew the DG round the
Edgehill task and followed that up with
more cloud flying instruction to illustrate
his lecture. He did more than enough here
to make clear the need to have dual instruction before trying this form of flying

No, they’re not in detention – Chris Rollings and
his ‘coachees’ are
sheltering from the rain!

on your own. And yes we did get round on
one wet windy day to testing instruments in
a number of gliders, confirming his statistic
of about 30 per cent of gliders having faulty
readings!
Alan Montague wrote: Chris did an excellent job of entertaining and instructing us.
The weather was quite unkind to us, in
fact a near-complete b*gger, but he managed to give me a superb instructional
flight in a two-seater on the first day,
which has helped my soaring a lot.
He also gave many fascinating lectures,
showed us how to check our vario systems
for leaks and errors.
He also sorted out my own plumbing
problem and cured the incontinence in my
right wing. For this relief much thanks!
Phil Lee summarised responses from
other members who took part: The
weather permitted only two flying days
but Chris gave us lots of information in the
classroom on the non-flyable days and reinforced it in the air with those who flew
with him.
Chris started off the week by making us
rethink how we thermal and describing
common ways to get it wrong (eg speed
variations have a significant effect on
moving the centre).
David Jesty had the benefit of flying
X/C with Chris on one of the few suitable
days. He was surprised to see how strict
his rejection of weak thermals was. Also
his inter-thermal speeds were slower than
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he would have used. The net result,
though, was that they covered a lot of
ground quickly on a not-very-good day.
Chris had earlier explained his thermal
centering
technique
to
us
all
as a group – it entailed turning into the lift
and opening out as the lift decreased.
Stuart Lees found it very hard work, and required a great deal of concentration, being
different from his usual method but managed to climb up into cloud and with Chris’s
technique was able to centre in the cloud for
a couple of thousand feet, with none of the
visual clues he usually found helpful.
On the Wednesday the weather was
soarable but became overdeveloped. The
task set was Edgehill return. Most either
completed the task or turned back as the
conditions deteriorated. Alan landed at
Edgehill and arranged for his wife to retrieve him. We found out later that it was
her birthday and she and Alan enjoyed a
very good celebratory meal at a pub near
Edgehill!
Chris also covered many other aspects
of flying, including an incredibly simple
way of checking that a vario system has
no leaks. Two of us found our Total Energy Systems had leaks, which would give
false high readings on pulling up to turn
into a thermal. Another item to be checked
at C of A time.
All of Chris’s advice was very practical
with no requirement for the latest gismos
or a super-performance glider. All, of
course, interspersed with entertaining stories from his vast flying experiences.
We all thanked Chris for making the
most of the unsuitable conditions.
Another point came out. Chris said: “It’s
certainly cheaper to learn aerobatics in a
powered aeroplane than by taking high
tows for aerobatics in a glider and most of
the skills transfer readily from the one to
the other.”
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A brief history of the club newsletter
THE first issue of the club newsletter appeared probably in 1948 or 1949. Known
as the monthly bulletin, it appeared a little
erratically, but roughly once a month. Its
function was to put on record the flying
which was done day by day, to report on
current news and to put out notices and
rarely covered more than two pages.
It was duplicated by the Roneo process.
In this, the copy was typed on special
paper with a sheet of heavily-inked paper
behind it, so that the image of the type appeared in reverse on the back of the paper
– rather like the inverse of carbon paper.
The master was then loaded into a machine, and when the handle was turned,
sheets of copy paper were pressed against
the master and enough ink was transferred
to give an adequate image. One master
would give some 60 or so copies, with the
images getting lighter as the process continued. The system required accurate typing as
corrections were just about impossible.
Copies were distributed through the
post, except for the members who worked
at Bristol Aeroplane Company, whose

Part of the spring 2001 issue, when the
magazine changed over to A4 format

copies were sent through the internal mail.
This continued virtually unchanged up
to the mid 1950s, except for the occasional
inclusion of articles.
The duplication was then changed to the
Gestetner system. This allowed unlimited
copies to be run off and allowed typing errors to be corrected. The copy was typed
on special stencil “skins” consisting of
thin waxed paper with a stout backing
paper. The typewriter ribbon was stowed,
so that the type cut through the waxed
stencil. Mistakes could be corrected by applying a waxy solution to the offending
letters, and, after allowing it to dry, the
correct text could be typed over the correction. The stencil, less the backing sheet,
was then fitted on to a heavily-inked drum
in the machine, with the ink holding the

An 1988 issue of the glossy A5 magazine produced by the Dunthornes
stencil in place. As with the Roneo
process, turning the handle of the machine
drew in the copy paper and pressed it
against the stencil.
After use, the stencil could be removed,
have the excess ink cleaned off, and
stored, re-united with the backing sheet,
and could in principle be used to run off
further copies later. This system, like the
Roneo, gave great scope for very inky fingers if one was not careful.
After the move to Nympsfield in 1956, the
bulletin came out very much less frequently
but contained a lot more articles beyond current news. In August 1959 it acquired the
name Severn Skies. It was edited first by
Tony Saint and then by Lucy Barlow.
In August 1962, Jim Stuart, Rosemary
Storey and Ken Brown took over with the
idea of producing a monthly copy to restore its currency. And they retained the
idea of sticking to news and notices with
occasional articles. They tended not to take
life too seriously and in one January editorial, for example, pointed out that January
was named after the Roman God Janus,
who had faces on the front and back of his
head so that he could look back to the past
year and forward to the next, and could
also drink two pints at the same time.
The team changed with the recruitment
of Ann Wales and Dick Sanderson, and it
kept up monthly issue for about four years,
but after that more and more issues were
missed, largely because team members
were away on work. During all this time,
they kept the addressed newsletters on display for a week end at the club before
posting them, so as to save postage, and
this practice continued with variations
until recently.
At the end of 1969, Jane Harper took
over as editor and until October 1974 regularly produced an issue every two
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months. While keeping the news and notices, the emphasis moved more towards
articles. Jane gave up for personal reasons.
There followed a long period in which
the newsletter appeared only spasmodically. There were only 28 issues up to mid
1988, an average of two a year. Various
people took on the job of editor, but few
produced more than a couple of issues.
These included Jan Smith and Meta Barnes.
Many issued were anonymous. It is perhaps interesting that, up to this point, the
editors who produced regular frequent editions did not use fancy front covers,
whereas the intermittent editors always did.
Pam and Paul Dunthorne took over the
editorship in June 1988 and produced the
first A5 glossy issue with advertisements
in October 1988. They continued to produce four editions a year regularly until
they gave up to raise a family after the
1990 winter edition. A year later, Rex Garland took over, and again produced four
editions a year until winter 1993. He
handed over to Bernard Smyth for the
spring issue of 1994.
Then came desktop publishing and
Bernard found some awful software that
he used on his son-in-law’s PC. It was impossible to stop bad spacing and turns of
lines but as the software improved and
Bernard had more lessons and experience
he gradually moved to QuarkXpress page
planning and put the pages out as PDFs on
floppy discs for the printer in Dursley.
With the spring issue of 2001 he changed
the magazine to the present A4 format.
Bernard learned more at work about the
software as he went to electronic magazine
production at the Home Office and improved Severn Skies (he hoped!).
The magazine became more full of articles rather than “news” as happenings
such as first soloes and height gains were
considered “old hat” and were eventually
recorded in the Yesterday pages on the
club website or included in a weekly email
to members from the office.
Later we moved printers to save money
by producing the magazine in black and
white on ordinary paper instead of glossy.
The new printer, Waterprint, in Kent, did
many years sterling service – and still does
after merging with Arrow Print Services.
The magazine had attracted some advertising and then Dominic Conway got
involved and searched for more adverts
with some success.
As the technology changed, Bernard
started emailing the PDFs to the printer
Continued on page 10

Carol and Alison no mugs in Sid’s Task Week
CAROL Smith won the B class in Sid’s
Task Week and Alison Mulder the A class.
Sunday July 15 was the first likely day,
but the early optimism, blue skies and setting of a 326k for A class and 222 for B
class was dampened by a solid sheet of
stratus that crept in from the west and
looked like refusing to clear.
Eventually most launched on the fallback tasks into an unpromising sky with a
west ridge that only just worked. Conditions eventually improved with broken
wave suppressed thermal to 4.5k when
you could get it.
No-one completed the set tasks although
some brave attempts were made and most
elected to just follow the weather with
only one landout.
On Tuesday July 17 a moderate southwesterly and increasingly solid low stratus with a prospect of light rain put even
Trevor Stuart off, so we scrubbed the task
week at briefing.
Ralph Bowsfield fixed the Tannoy system and Graham Morris swept and tidied
the tug hangar in preparation for the Nationals and a lot of general fettling went
on.
On Thursday July 19 a rather dismal
forecast put most people off, but Alison,
‘230’ Pete, Graham, Mr Happy and Essex
Bob all launched to use the ridges. In the

SMILING MUGS:
Sid with the two
class winners,
Carol Smith and
Alison Mulder,
with their task
week prizes,
inscribed mugs
event the forecast solid stratus broke in the
local area and west to give quite a soarable
day, so most trickled off to Abergavenny
where Graham contacted wave to 7k.
The day was rather spoiled by yet another 10nm zone round Kemble in the late
afternoon
On Saturday July 21 we finally had a
reasonable soaring day on a weekend! The
task week were set all the Bs – A class
321k BUC-BIR-BIC with Steve Eyles just
beating Alison round and Carol beating
Ralph and Stuart round the 193k B task of
BUC-BAN.
Some really good climbs to 4.5k even
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tually after a very slow start with bases
stubbornly staying low until early afternoon, dampened by heavy high cover at
the BIR turn.
Sid
Newsletters: Continued from page 9

and moving on to colour online on the
club website, with mono printing of
members’ copies to save on costs.
Throughout these past few years the
club had posted out copies to every other
club in the country as well as pointing out
on glider pilot network that the magazine
was available online.
KRB and BS

Obituary
Sue Gillett

SUE Gillett, wife of instructor Tony, died
in August, aged 59.
Sue has been a regular at the gliding
club for 35 years, having met and married flying instructor Tony Gillett at
Bristol and Gloucester. Below is an extract from her Eulogy as read by her son,
Tom, at the funeral service earlier this
month.
While at teaching college in London one weekend
Sue
came
to
Nympsfield with
her Aunt
Pat
(White).
In the cafeteria
sat a young flying instructor with a
northern accent and interest in teachers.
Unfortunately modesty got in the way
and it was Mrs Smith, serving behind the
cafeteria, who persuaded the young Sue
to go on a date with Tony. That evening
the young couple went to Bristol, ending
at in the Coronation Tap Tavern overlooking the Suspension bridge. Revealing her intention to have children Tony
enthusiastically invited her back to the
club subsequent weekends and so began
a 40-year romance. Graduating from college in 1975, Sue turned down a job in

the city, for life on an airfield, in a caravan with three guitars and a young man
who adored her. Till the end her dislike
of guitars was a constant theme in the
household, as new instruments came and
went. After two years the gypsy life was
rejected for that of comfort when Tony
got a job and they moved to a house in
Bishops Cleeve, then Brockworth. A few
years later with a baby on the way a bigger house was needed and so a tidy fourbedroom one was bought in Cirencester.
Sue, now pregnant, was quick to get
involved in town life and many of her
best friends were those she met during
this period of anti-natal classes, young
mums and toddler groups.
Her first child Tom was born in 1980
and Frances, her daughter, followed
three years later. Life in the Gillett
household soon become a mixture of
school, gliding club, the garage and
making things as well as camping holidays, visiting relatives among many
other things.
Sue’s enthusiasm for organisation
knew no bounds, helping Aunt Pat with
the annual gliding championships, finally taking them over and running them
for many years.
A collection was made at the Cheltenham funeral in aid of Cirencester
Housing for Young People Which has
raised £1400, and the family thanked
those who contributed.
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Alex Ward

ALEX Ward, 23, a club student member
since 2007 and a key committee member,
treasurer and top pilot in BUGC, died in a
road accident while cycling at Ford, near
Temple
Guiting,
in
July.
Oli Llewellyn wrote: “He won us the
university ladder trophy in 2010 and 2011
and was always up for a club social. He
was clearly a gifted glider pilot, talented
engineer and it was a pleasure to run the
club with him. Alex was accepted on to
the
competitive
graduate scheme at
General Electric in
Cheltenham and
was cycling when
he was hit by a
horse box. Our
thoughts go out to
his family.”
Alex’s mother
Ute said: “Alex grew up always curious,
learning and smiling. He was a high
achiever, his honest and out-going nature
won him many friends.
“We don’t know what happened, but what
we do know is it that all of us, his family,
friends and colleagues, have lost someone
special and a light no longer shines in our
lives.”
Alex, originally from Cambridge, also
leaves behind his father, Pete, his younger
brother. Christopher, and his long-term
girlfriend, Megan Carpenter.

Specialist Sailplane
& Sport Aircraft
Repair and
Maintenance Centre

We also manufacture bespoke aircraft
performance improving lightweight carbon
aerodynamic components Visit our Website: (new address)
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